The Iberian Peninsula encapsulates a very unique linguistic and cultural wealth, where apart from Spanish and Portuguese, Catalan, Galician and Basque are widely spoken in various regions. Some of the peninsula’s bilingual communities share their language transnationally with other communities in Europe, like the case of Catalan language in Andorra, some areas of the South of France and the Italian island of Sardinia.

Join us for the second double bill in our new Research Seminar Series

Laboratory | Dugald Stewart Building, Room 1.20, Wed. 4 Dec., 3:00-5:00pm
Language Obsolescence in Context: Empirical Evidence from Northern Catalonia

Roundtable Seminar | 50 George Square, Project Room, Thu. 5 Dec., 2:00-4:00pm
Mapping Bilingual Regions in Europe: Language Size, Language Status and Language Policy